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The Future of Personal Genomics

Routine generation of whole-genome sequences
will pose many health system challenges.

n 31 May 2007, James Watson was
handed a miniature hard drive containing his personal genome sequence,
which was subsequently uploaded onto publicly accessible databases. Craig Venter’s personal genome was published a few months
later (1). These projects represent research
milestones. They also present an opportunity
to examine the ethical, social, and clinical
implications of personal genomics.
Excitement over these projects has been
tremendous. Many are willing to pay a hefty
price to be next. Scientists predict that within
5 years DNA sequencing technologies will be
affordable enough that personal genomics will
be integrated into routine clinical care (2).
Companies are responding by offering their
services for ancestry tracing, forensics, nutritional advice, reproductive assistance, and
even social networking. It will not be long
before companies are able to offer a “Facebook-like service centered around our genomes” (3). The medical community needs to
consider the ways in which routine generation
of this information will affect our health system and how this information might be used
outside the medical context.
Despite limited treatment options for many
genetic conditions, genetic testing has revolutionized the clinical management of patients
for many disorders. Building on this history,
companies and genetic testing laboratories
have begun to develop technologies for genetic
testing on a broader scale. For example, Baylor
College of Medicine offers microarray analyses to evaluate a fetus for over 65 disorders or
for genomic errors associated with autism or
mental retardation (4).
We currently face an inflection point in
clinical medicine as we move from specific
diagnostic tests for particular disorders to
much broader assays for variants whose effects
we do not yet fully understand. In addition, the
effects of any single gene on common diseases
are generally small, and their interactions
with environmental factors remain largely
unknown. For example, despite enthusiasm
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about recent genomewide association studies
that report an association between coronary
heart disease and a common variant on chromosome 9, the actual risk of heart disease
was only increased from 1% to 1.6% in
homozygotes (5, 6).
These studies are invaluable for understanding disease pathogenesis, but the present utility of this information for making
treatment decisions is limited. Just because
an association between genetic variation and
disease is statistically significant does not
mean that it is clinically meaningful (7).
Moreover, simply knowing genetic risks and
disease predispositions may not lead to better health decisions (8). For some, it might
lead to fatalism and reduced compliance
with healthy choices. As a result, many clinicians are “not at all enthusiastic about rushing out to test people in the clinic” for these
genes (7). Although the scientific value of
genomic research has been enormous, these
emerging technologies have only had marginal impact on health care to date, at least at
the population level (9).
Some fear that personal genomes may
become the genetic version of whole-body
magnetic resonance imaging scans, which
might lead to a population of “worried well”
seeking follow-up investigations that could
burden already-strained health-care systems.
Physicians knowledgeable in genetics are the
best guard against this concern. However, physicians are ill-prepared for current genetic testing information (10). The deluge of risk information from widespread use of whole-genome
sequencing would greatly magnify this dilemma
(11). Research and training for health-care providers is necessary for personal genomic information to affect patient care.
Only clinically meaningful genomic test
results should be integrated into medical
decision-making. Clinical practice guidelines should be developed, considering how
best to use and present genomic information,
and whether and how to withhold information that patients do not want to know. Failure
to anticipate what may become standard of
care could result in these issues being
decided through malpractice litigation.
As personal genomics advances, questions about social justice and the cost of
whole-genome sequencing will loom large,
especially in countries (including the United
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States) where there is limited access to
basic health-care services for many. Should
private health insurance companies and
public health systems pay for DNA sequencing, genetic analysis, counseling, and
follow-up clinical care? (12). Will physicians be reimbursed for the additional time
spent educating patients about the significance of genetic risk information? Payers
will likely decline coverage for genomic
testing and counseling until it can be associated with improved patient outcomes and
quality of care (13).
The potential clinical application of
genomic information is great, as exemplified
by the recent U.S. Food and Drug Administration approval of a label change for warfarin
to include information on how genetic variations may affect drug response (14). However,
successful integration of personal genomics
into routine clinical care will require clear
standards, multidisciplinary collaboration, and
careful consideration of the ethical, social, and
clinical implications.
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